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We analyzed the circuitry targeting Yan for degradation using mathematical modeling.
We consider the number of binding events as a free parameter, n. We also assumed that Yan phosphorylation is reversible, and that dephosphorylation is catalyzed by some phosphatase P (Fig. S1 ). To account for the possibility of an additional positive feedback branch, we extended the model, by allowing an arbitrary dependence of the rate constants on Yan, or Yan-p levels. As a specific feedback mechanism, we assumed that Yan dephosphorylation rate decreases monotonously with Yan (Fig. S1 ).
The input to this model is the level of active MAPK, while its output is the total level of Figure S1 . Models of Yan degradation network
Y p Y
The behavior of the system was examined at four different limits. First, the non-cooperative linear model was considered, where we assume that a single phosphorylation of Yan by MAPK is required (n = 1), and that the corresponding enzymatic reactions are first-order (i.e. enzymes are in excess and bind most of the Yan molecules). Second, the cooperative, linear model with n > 1 was examined. Third, we consider the noncooperative zero-order case, with n=1 and reactions that function at the zero-order regime. In this case enzymes are present at limiting amounts, most Yan is free and Y tot >> K m , K p . Finally, we considered a feedback system with a single phosphorylation site (n = 1) and enzymatic reactions that function at first-order. 
Y + nMAPK
The equations were solved numerically and analytically at four different limits: noncooperative first-order kinetics, cooperative first-order kinetics, non-cooperative first-order with positive feedback, and non-cooperative zero-order kinetics. . In this section we will discuss the steady state solution of both the non-cooperative and cooperative cases.
3.a. Non-cooperative first order networks
For the non-cooperative case (n = 1) the quasi-steady-state equations reduce to: As expected, at very low activated MAPK levels (
all Yan is nonphosphorylated and its level is maximal (/), whereas at very high MAPK levels (
all Yan is phosphorylated and its level is minimal (/  p ;  p >> ).
3.b. Cooperative first order networks
Using the same first-order assumptions for the cooperative case (n > 1), the following quasi steady-state equations are reached:
For simplicity, we assumed that most of the activated MAPK is free, and therefore, equation 3.6 can be rewritten as:
(See chapter 9 for explicit derivation)
Substituting equation (3.7) into equations (3.4) and (3.5) will result in:
The steady-state solution at cooperative first-order kinetics is: Yan steady state concentration was found by numerical simulations (see Methods for parameters used). The concentration levels are normalized with the corresponding maximal concentrations. The colored curves designate Yan levels at steady state, where each graph corresponds to a different Hill coefficient (n). As expected, Yan degradation network generates a sharper switch as the cooperativity is increased (large n). 
Distance from the midline (cells)
The steady-state solution of these equations is:
At the classical zero-order model (Fig. 7A ) the switch-like response is generated by a single threshold (defined at:
). However, in the Yan degradation network (Fig. 7B ) a switch is generated by a two threshold mechanism. A decrease in total activated MAPK level will result in a decrease in the phophorylated Yan level and a corresponding increase in its nonphophorylated form. Since
, the steady-state solution is valid only if:
If the activated MAPK level is lower than this threshold (T 1 ), all Yan is nonphophorylated and the total Yan level reaches its maximal value (/).
When activated MAPK level increases, the level of phophorylated Yan is increased while the level of its non-phophorylated form decreases. Since
steady-state solution is valid only if:
. If the total activated MAPK level is higher than this threshold (T 2 ), all Yan is phophorylated and the total Yan level reaches its minimal value (/  p ). The two threshold mechanisms can be summarized as follows: . This property assures that a large transition in the system's output will occur within a small input range, and a switch will be generated. Note that since
, the switch does not change its position upon overexpression (increasing ).
Numerical simulations of Yan degradation network at zero-order kinetics also exhibit a switch-like response, and clearly agree with the analytical expectations (Figs. 3, S3D) .
As we discussed in the main text, our system is related to the classical zero-order model (Fig. 7A) . To illustrate the effect of a positive feedback branch on the level of Yan, we solved the simple case of the classical covalent modification model. In section 5.a. we will formulate the first order network with a general feedback branch, and show its steady-state solution. In section 5.b. we will prove that any first order network, with or without a feedback branch, is sensitive to inhibition and over-expression of the substrate. An example of a network with a positive feedback will be introduced at section 5.c.
5.a. First order networks with a general feedback branch
Considering the enzymes E 1 , and E 2 as activated MAPK and phosphatase, respectively, the dynamic equations of the non-cooperative classical model without feedback are:
At quasi steady-state these equations reduce to:
, equations 5.5 and 5.6 can be rewritten as: 7 . 5 * * Put another way:
,and the equation can be solved completely using the conservation equation:
Note that at quasi steady-state:
, and at first order:
The steady-state solution of equations 5.8 and 5.9 is:
, where:
F is a positive constant which depends only on rate constants and phosphatase concentration, and does not depend on the total Yan concentration. When a feedback branch is added to the network, the coefficient C m and/or C p depends on the network output, i.e. C m = C m (Y p ) and/or C = C p (Y p 
. 5 * * 5.b. Sensitivity of non-cooperative first-order networks steady-states to over expression.
Our experimental results show that the border of Yan degradation does not change its position upon over-expression, i.e. the input signal needed for generating a given output is not changed when the substrate concentration is increased. In this section we will show that noncooperative first-order covalent modification networks are sensitive to changes in substrate concentration, whether the network has a feedback loop or not. The formulation of section 5.a. will be used.

Claim:
Upon over expression by a factor of 
Since p p Y Y  , we can equate 5.12 and 5.13, and use
, 5.14 can be rewritten as:
, and since Y tot ! Y tot without changing Y p, it is clear that Y is changed by a factor larger than . The complexes:
, include two terms: The first one, which changes by a factor larger than , and the second one that doesn't change at all. In the following derivation I will assume that      . In the case of >1, the proof is also valid for      , and for
. In the case of <1, the proof is also valid for      , and
, none of the assumptions above is
In the case of over expression ( > 1), B > 0, and therefore, 5.16 can be reduced to X X   
. Substituting M back to the equations we get:
In the case of inhibition ( < 1), B < 0, and therefore, 5.16 can be reduced to X X   
Q.E.D.
If a positive feedback branch was the mechanism which generates a Yan degradation border, the critical MAPK concentration which defines the border will decrease upon Yan over expression. Since the MAPK concentration is a monotonically decreasing function of the distance from the midline, Yan degradation border location will move away from the midline as Yan is over-expressed. We can rule out the possibility that a positive feedback branch is responsible for the Yan degradation border, as its sensitivity to over expression contradicts our experimental observations.
As we discussed in the main text, at the cooperative first order case the location of Yan degradation border is significantly less sensitive to over expression than the non-cooperative case. This can be seen using the equations above simply by transforming M ! M n , where n designate the hill coefficient. Using equations 5.17 and 5.18 will result in:
From 5.19 it is clear that this constraint is much more significant for small n, as seen in the simulations in the main text (Fig. 4) .
5.c. An example of a network with positive feedback
In this section we will introduce an example for a first-order positive feedback network. Section 5.c.i. will discuss the steady-state solution of the network, and check the general proof in section 5.b. for this system. At the end of the section, we will find the parameter values that generate a switch-like behavior, and discuss the sensitivity of the critical MAPK levels to over expression. Section 5.c.ii. will discuss the stability of the steady-state solutions, and the possible oscillations are discussed in section 5.c.iii. The dynamics of the system will be discussed in chapter 6.
Consider the following network:
M and P designate the active MAPK and phosphatase concentrations, respectively. As the output (Y p ) is increased, the dephosphorylation rate decreases, and therefore, the output concentration is increased -The feedback branch is positive. The following equation describes the quasi-steady-state of such a network:
, where a positive feedback term:
was added. There are two interesting limits of this term:
, and we are back to the regular first order kinetics without a feedback branch.
. In this case the positive feedback can dominate the kinetics. It will be more dominant as n increases. This limit can be reached only if
Note that the range of Y p which is between these limits (
) gets smaller as n is increased, which makes the transition between these two states faster. At first order, equation 5.20 reduces to:
5.c.i. Steady-state solution
For simplicity, we will neglect the concentration of the complexes with respect to the free substrate, such that: 
According to the claim in section 5.b., this network should be sensitive to over expression, such that upon over expression Y tot ! Y tot , Y p will stay unchanged only if the input ([MAPK * ]) is changed at least by a factor of . In order to check this claim we will rewrite equation 5.22 as:
Using 5.23 and 5.24 in the over expression case ( > 1), it turns out that
input is decreased at least by a factor of . In case of inhibition ( < 1), it turns out that:
, i.e. the input is increased at least by a factor of 1/.
In order to understand the network steady-state behavior, let us check the steady-state solution in the extreme limits of equation 5.22:
The equations above show that at different active MAPK limits, the output (Y p ) changes dramatically. The important thresholds are the following: 
T f <<  , but  is small enough such that for all [MAPK * ] >> T f , we get:
T f <<<  , and  is large enough for the following limit to exist:
T f <<<  , and  is very large such that the following limit to exist:
As we mentioned before, A switch is generated if the output jumps between two opposite states (large output range) with a small input transition (small input range). Since the threshold in (A) is [MAPK * ] =  , the change in input needed for transitioning between the opposing states is too large to generate a switch. In (B) the threshold occurs at the MAPK value for which
, and therefore, the input range is small for large n. However, the differences between these output states is small (from O(Y tot ) to Y tot ), and therefore, a very moderate switch will be generated.
In (C) a switch is generated if n is large, since the threshold occurs at the MAPK value for which
, and the output range is large. In (D) a switch is also generated for large n, since the threshold:
can be passed with a small increase in MAPK level, and the output range is large. In the special case of (E) no stable steady-state is possible in the middle range, due to oscillations which will be discussed later on. Thus, only cases (C) and (D) can generate a switch. We can summarize the parameter range needed for generating a switch in the following: Y tot >> K f , large n, and T f <<  (K f <<  ). Using these limits in numerical simulations of Yan degradation network with positive feedback also exhibits a switch-like response, and agrees with these analytical expectations (Figs. 3, S3C) .
In the derivation above the complex concentrations were neglected with respect to the free substrate such that:
. We can study the effect of the complexes () by transforming Y tot ! (Y tot -) in the equations above. As the complex concentrations increase with respect to the substrate, the differences between the output states decrease, and therefore, the switch will become more moderate.

In (C) the critical active MAPK level (M C ) is the level for which: we get:
, or put another way:
. In (D) the critical active MAPK level is:
. Since these two thresholds depend on Y tot , they are sensitive to Yan over expression. Yan steady state concentration was derived by numerical simulations (see Methods for parameters used). The concentration levels are normalized with the corresponding maximal concentrations. At first-order, there is a smooth gradual increase in the total Yan level as a function of a decrease in the total activated MAPK level. However, at cooperative first-order with n = 4 a sharp transition in Yan level is observed. Zero-order kinetics and systems with positive feedback exhibit a sharp threshold as well.
Normalized MAPK
Zero-order 
5.c.ii. Stability of the steady-state
The stability of the steady-state solutions obtained in the previous section can be determined by linearizing about the fixed points. Using the quasi steady-state conservation equation: 33 . 5 * * , the network equation 5.21 can be rewritten as: 
, the active MAPK value for which 0 ) (
Note that  represent the complexes contribution, and   1 when the complex concentrations are negligible. Let us study the system at the two limits: figure  S4 . Figure S4 . A first-order network with positive feedback has a non-stable steady state at a specific range of parameters. 
5.c.iii. Oscillations
In section 5.c.ii. we encountered a region of MAPK for which the solution is not stable. In order to understand the kinetics in this region, let's consider an example network for which initially all Yan is non-phosphorylated, n>2, and the network input is: 
We might think that a steady-state for which:
be reached for Y p values which are slightly smaller than K f . However, since K f << Y tot and n > 2, this steady-state will fulfill:
, and therefore, the steady-state will not be stable (see 5.c.ii.).
The network output is bound between a lower limit in which the output increases and an upper limit in which it decreases, with no stable steady-state in between. Therefore, oscillations occur and no stable steady-state is reached.
A positive feedback network for which the steady-state p Y satisfies:
reaches an unstable steady-state (Fig. S4.B This analytical prediction can be tested numerically in phase plane. The network defined by equation 5.21. was simulated using Matlab ODE15s function (Fig. S5) . For the wild type network we used parameters which generate a switch (Fig. S5A) . Then, we examined the network behavior in phase plane upon a decrease in Y tot (Fig. S5B) , and a decrease in MAPK level (Fig.  S5C) . As expected, the wild type network (Figs. S5B, C-blue curves) has one single stable steady-state at a large Y p value. As the levels of MAPK or Y tot decreased, a non-stable steadystate was generated, and for very low levels (Figs. S5B, C-red curves) there was a single stable steady-state for which Y p << Y tot . These observations agree with our analytical findings.
In the main text of the paper, a simulation of the residual Yan concentration versus Yan over expression value was presented (Fig. 5E) . It was mentioned for the case of a positive feedback network that the simulation is valid only for over expression values larger than 0.6 fold. Indeed, at these large values a stable steady-state was reached as Yan was fully degraded (Fig.  S6A) . The reason for the abnormal behavior at lower Y tot values (over expression of 0.28 -0.6 fold) stems from the oscillatory behavior of the network in this region (Fig. S5B) . When Y tot values were very small (over expression values less than 0.28), the oscillations stopped, and no switch was generated (Fig S6C) , since the positive feedback branch was not effective ( figure 4E in the main text. The dynamics of the total Yan level is shown for different Yan production rates (). The production rate values are normalized with respect to the wild type, and both axes are normalized to the maximal values. When the production rate is high ( > 0.6), Yan is fully degraded and a stable steady state is reached (A). For small production rates (0.28 <  < 0.6), Yan degrades and then start to oscillate (B). When Yan levels are very low ( < 0.28), the positive feedback branch does not affect the kinetics, and Yan reach a stable steady state in which only a small part of Yan is degraded (C). For information about the parameters used see Methods.
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To illustrate the dependence of the relaxation time on the level of Yan, we solved the dynamics for the simple case of the classical zero-order model at quasi steady-state (Equations 5.5 -5.6).
6.a. First-order dynamics
At first-order kinetics (Y tot << K m , K p ) equations 5.5 and 5.6 reduce to:
Using the quasi steady-state conservation equation:
, the network will reach the following exponential time dependence:
, and C 1 is a constant which depends on the network initial conditions. Note that the time scale (T) does not depend on the initial conditions, nor on Y tot levels. Thus, over expression of Yan will not change the network relaxation time. The cooperative first order case is similar to the noncooperative one, since the transformation
can affect the constants (for example, the relaxation time), but not its exponential behavior.
Although Yan degradation network is more complicated than the classical model, the same qualitative behavior is observed (Figs. 5A,B) .
6.b. Dynamics at first-order with positive feedback
As a simple example, we will estimate the dynamics of the network introduced in section 5.c. The quasi steady-state dynamics of this network is: 5 . 6 * When Y p << K f , equation 6.5 reduces to the regular first-order case without feedback (equation 6.1). Thus, at this limit the dynamics of the output (Y p ) is exponential with a time scale T (equation 6.4).
When Y p >> K f , equation 6.5 can be written as:
.6 consists of two terms. Whether the first one dominates the equation or the other, significantly affect the dynamics of the network. The first term will be dominant when the input value is:
Note that  is a small number in this region (Y p >> K f ), and for sufficiently small K f values equation 6.7 is fulfilled. The second term starts to affect the dynamics as [MAPK * ] reaches . These limits correspond to the steady-state limits, which were discussed at chapter 5.c.
First, let's assume that the first term in 6.6 dominates the equation dynamics. Using the conservation equation 6.2, it is clear that Y is proportional to Y p , and therefore, Y p dynamics is exponential:
, where
, and 1 C is determined by the initial conditions. Note that the time scale T is larger than the firstorder one (T). Therefore, the time to reach steady-state increases.
Consider a feedback network with the following input: 
Therefore, upon Yan over expression (an increase in Y tot ) t f will decrease and the system will pass the threshold Y p = K f faster. This way the system's exponential time scale will increase at an earlier stage and the relaxation time of the system will increase. Note, however, that since the dependence in Y tot is logarithmic, we can expect that the increase in relaxation time upon overexpression will be a moderate one. Our numerical simulations fit these analytical predictions (Fig. 5.C 
Note that the decay time depends linearly on Y tot level. Thus, at the zero-order kinetics we expect a longer relaxation time upon Yan over expression. In the Yan degradation network similar linear time dependence is observed (Fig. 5D) .
The dynamics of the four models is summarized in 
Sensitivity to over expression ()
Not sensitive The relaxation time slightly increases
The relaxation time increases linear in  Table 2 . Analytical solutions of Yan dynamics in a covalent modification system (Fig. 7A ).
(*) K f is assumed to be sufficiently low. Note that for specific parameters range the positive feedback network can oscillate (chapter 5.c). In the main text we formulated the cooperative first order case by assuming that n MAPK* molecules are binding simultaneously to Yan in order to form Yan-MAPK* complex. In this chapter we will discuss the alternative formulation where subsequent bindings of MAPK* to Yan are needed to generate the complex. For simplicity, we will discuss the serial binding case in the classical Goldbeter and Koshland covalent modification system, as shown below. In the following discussion we will show that our conclusion that cooperativity can not explain the experimental observations, is still valid when the alternative cooperativity formulation is used.
Modeling cooperativity as subsequent bindings of MAPK * molecules is based on the following reactions:

These reactions result in the following equations:
, and two enzyme conservation equations:
Y and Y P designate Yan in its non-phosphorylated and phosphorylated isoforms, respectively. M f and P f are the free MAPK* and phosphatase, respectively. [MAPK * ] and [P] are the total levels of enzymes in both free and complex forms. [YM (k) ] is a complex of Yan with k MAPK molecules. At quasi-steady state equations 7.1 and 7.2 reduce to: By substituting 7.10 and 7.11 into 7.3 and 7.4 we will get: Substituting 7.16 and 7.17 in 7.12 and 7.13 will result in: , P and P  are functions of the rate constants and the enzyme levels, but are not functions of the Y or Y P . Therefore, the network dynamics is exponential with a time scale of  -1 . Since  does not depend on the initial conditions, nor on Y tot levels, overexpression of Yan will not change the network relaxation time. Hence, formulating the network cooperativity as subsequent bindings of MAPK * molecules will lead to an exponential dynamics of Yan degradation, which is robust to Yan over-expression. A similar conclusion was reached for the cooperative model involving simultaneous binding of several MAPK * molecules to Yan. Thus, our experimental observation, that the time needed for Yan to reach steady state is significantly longer upon over-expression, is not consistent with either one of the cooperative models.
term, ] [P k p , is inserted into 8.27 such that a 'two threshold mechanism' is operating. In particular, the solution will be: 
T T T  
). We therefore conclude that zero-order networks display a switch-like behavior only when phosphatase is present.
The discussion in this chapter shows that the presence of a phosphatase is crucial for defining a switch-like pattern that resembles our experimental observations. We therefore predict that a phosphatase is present, although the postulated phosphatase was not yet found.
